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Homosexuality has been dubbed the Darwinian paradox, because it raises the question of how behaviour that would seem to
reduce the chance of successful mating can be maintained by natural selection. This question rests on the assumption that same
sex mating is the result of active choice of partner, hardwired into the mating behaviour, but there is an alternative explanation for
such behaviour. I refer to the possibility that same-sex mating is the result, not of adaptive behaviour at all, but rather of errors due
to imprecise sensory machinery. Such an explanation finds support within the mating system of insects with swarm-based mating
systems. To explore this case, I turn to the common chironomid midge. I show that homosexual pairing here, exclusively involving
male/male pairs, is common. I attempt to show that this observation, together with data on insect predators of swarming midges,
can be used to penetrate the mysteries of this fascinating but elusive mating system.

1. Introduction

Anomalous mating is currently attracting intense interest
(e.g., see [1]). It is a phenomenon widely observed among
animals, having been recorded at high frequencies in both
vertebrates and invertebrates. It is anomalous behaviour
because it would seem to reduce the chance of producing
offspring and hence reduces fitness, so should not be
favoured by natural selection. This is the so-called Darwinian
paradox (e.g., see [2]). However, close inspection of specific
cases show that the fitness of homosexual individuals, usually
males, can actually be improved by such behaviour. For
example, the well-documented case of homosexual pairing in
garter snakes suggests that such homosexual behaviour, that
is, males that behave like females, can carry fitness benefits
for subordinate males [3]. In other words, homosexual
mating can have evolved as an alternative mating tactic,
favoured by selection within an evolutionarily stable strategy
(ESS) [4]. However, though an interesting idea, there has
been some question raised over the evidence for ESS in
the wild [5]. So, the possibility that such behaviour is not
an adaptation at all but simply a flexible response to poor
condition during development resulting in weak phenotypes

must be considered. In this context, environmental stress
during development might produce males which cannot
compete directly with alpha males and thus have lower fitness
that rivals. This line of reasoning still leaves the question
of the evolutionary origin of female like behaviour. One
possibility is that homosexual males find their origin in
cross-sexual transfer. That is, where characters normally
expressed in one sex, the females, appear in the male [5].
Fairbairn [6] emphasises another possible adaptive scenario,
especially relevant to humans. I refer to what has been
called sexually antagonistic selection [7], which results in
genetic conflict if the traits are determined by the same genes
in both sexes. She suggests that while reducing fitness in
sons, interlocus conflict can lead to compensating benefits
for daughters. Thus, since there can be gains in fitness
through homosexual behaviour, the seeming paradox can be
circumvented. The matter of homosexuality in humans is
further discussed by Dawkins ([8, pages 37-38]).

Among invertebrates, it is the insects that have received
the most attention and in many of these, mate choice falls
to the male rather than the female, though the matter is not
straight forward [9]. This is unusual, as orthodoxy predicts
that the female should be the one to choose and there
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is a massive body of evidence that this is often the case,
especially among birds and mammals [10]. The matter of
choice by the male has many interesting twists. For example,
Thornhill and Alcock [11] show that mate choice behaviour
in the males of many insect species is not precisely tuned
to detecting females. Rather, it is imprecise and can lead to
errors. They provide the example of an unnamed buprestid
beetle attempting to mate with a bottle, presumably because
the bottle possesses some of the visual properties of a
mate, perhaps to a supranormal degree and may thus be
especially attractive to the male. It is this promiscuous
mating behaviour that has been exploited by the orchids [11],
where a slight resemblance to a female insect is evidently
sufficient to provoke mating attempts leading to pollination.
Indeed mistakes in mate choice in many insects may be
due to selection favouring imprecise sexual discrimination
behaviour. Thornhill and Alcock ([11, page 134]) provide
an interesting thought experiment to show that such a
promiscuous system might carry fitness advantages over a
more finely-tuned one.

Throughout this paper I use the term “choice” in the
general sense of West-Eberhard [5, page 442], that is,
“Choice between two or more actions. . .or individuals occurs
when there is a differential response to stimulus difference
associated with the alternatives. . .” This is in accordance with
the more specific definition of Bonduriansky [12]. A more
precise definition of what is meant by “choice” in midge
swarms is that the male is able to differentiate between what
is male and what is female. This is somewhat different for
males choosing a female for an array of those available. I see
this, not as something new, but rather as a special case of
“choice.”

2. Swarm-Based Mating Systems

Swarm-based mating systems typically involve males flying in
swarms to attract patrolling females. Such swarms are often
on immense size (Figure 1).

Swarm-based mating systems are widespread among
insects, being recorded among beetles, termites, dragonflies,
bees, ants, caddis flies, stone flies, mayflies, and among the
true flies (Diptera) in Trichoceridae, Empididae, Culicidae,
Ceratopogonidae, Simulidae, Chaoboridae, Bibionidae, and
Chironomidae [13]. These swarms are essentially leks—
assemblages of males that offer nothing to mates but their
genes. Leks have been much studied among the vertebrates,
especially birds, where choice by the female is central to
the system [9]. Invertebrate leks cry out for attention [14].
Central to the study of the lek is another paradox which arises
from the expectation that females should choose males of
high genetic quality as advertised by the quality of the display
[15]. There are several layers to this paradox but ultimately
depletion of the genetical variability upon which natural
selection depends would be expected and adaptive change
might eventually come to a halt. There are solutions to this
seeming paradox, of course, which I do not here pursue, but
see [16, 17].

Figure 1: A swarm of chaoborid midges over Lake George, Uganda
(photo by L. McGowan).

3. Anomalous Pairing among
Chironomid Midges

The swarm-based mating system of chironomids poses
several unresolved questions. Principal among them is the
matter of how a pairing is actually achieved. This simple
question has consumed much research effort [18]. I attempt
here to show that the occurrence of same-sex pairs helps
resolve this central question. In the end, the available
evidence suggests that the homosexual pairs observed in
chironomid swarms are due to mistakes of the kind described
by Thornhill and Alcock [11]. The findings from a sampling
programme running over two sampling season is shown in
Table 1.

This data reveals some trends. The most interesting
of these, in the context of homosexual pairing, is the
high frequency at which male/male pairs form. Indeed,
homosexual pairs are often the only ones captured on an
evening’s sampling, perhaps because there were no females
available on the evening. By contrast, homosexual pairs of
females were recorded only once over the entire two-year
period. At first sight this observation concerning female
homosexual pairs might seem highly significant and lead
to adaptive conjecture. However, put into the context of
the mating swarm the explanation is obvious. Male swarms
of a common and iconic chironomid midge, Chironomus
plumosus, typically number about four thousand individuals
[20], which is probably fairly typical for chironomids [21].
Females enter the swarm briefly in ones or twos and hence
represent a rare and transient event. Hence the absence of
female/female pairs is not surprising. Indeed, the presence of
even one is noteworthy. What is more interesting is a com-
parison between male/male pairs and male/females pairs.
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Table 1: Number of pairs, in various categories, captured from
mating swarms of the midge Chironomus plumosus, on twenty
evenings during 1994 and 1995. The first column assigns code
numbers to the occasions. a, male/male pairs. b, female/female
pairs. c, male/empid pairs. d, male/female pairs. From primary data
of McLachlan [19].

Date a♂/♂ b♀/♀ c♂/empid
d♂/♀

(1) 11/5/1994 8 1 0 0

(2) 25/5/1994 2 0 0 0

(3) 02/6/1994 11 0 1 0

(4) 06/6/1994 2 0 0 3

(5) 13/6/1994 1 0 1 12

(6) 14/6/1994 2 0 0 2

(7) 22/5/1995 5 0 0 17

(8) 23/05/1995 7 0 0 5

(9) 24/5/1995 7 0 3 12

(10) 25/5/1995 1 0 5 0

(11) 30/5/1995 3 0 1 1

(12) 31/5/1995 2 0 2 0

(13) 05/6/1995 1 0 3 0

(14) 8/6/1995 1 0 3 0

(15) 12/6/1995 0 0 0 1

(16) 13/6/1995 2 0 0 9

(17) 15/6/1995 1 0 0 10

(18) 16/6/1995 0 0 4 5

(19) 20/6/1995 0 0 0 2

(20) 21/6/1995 0 0 0 1

Total 56 1 23 80

The creation of the male/female is, after all, the function
of the swarm. Despite the overwhelming likelihood of any
male encountering another male in a swarm, males paired
with females are, on the average, strongly predominant A
total of 56 male/male pairs were captured over the sampling
period compared with 80 male/female pairs (i.e., close to
60% of all pairs were male/female). In view of the temporal
scarcity of females this finding suggests a fine-tuned female
detection ability in males where homosexual pairing can be
seen as a mistake made by eager males in an intense scramble
competition [10]. So, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that the mating system hinges on the male rather than the
female, but as already pointed out, this is not quite the same
as “male choice” in the sense of [12].

A heterogeneity X2
0.05,1 test in a 2 × 2 contingency table

[22] prohibits the pooling of sampling occasions. Taking
occasion separately and adopting the method of Thomas et
al. [23], Table 2 shows that, despite strongly male-biased sex
ratio within a mating swarm, on occasion 5, 16, 17, and
18 male/female pairs dominate over male/male pairs. Only
on occasions 1, 2, and 10 do male/male pairs significantly
predominate (i.e., X2

0.05,1. P < 0.05 in both cases).
The proximate cause of pairing appears to be the sound

emitted by the wing beats of the females that the male uses as

Table 2: X2
0.05,1, 2 × 2 contingency table to illustrate the statistical

method adopted. This example is for pooled data to test the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between columns.

Pairs

Male/male Male/female

observed 56 80

expected 68 68

Figure 2: The sensory equipment of the chironomid midge. Front
view of head of male (a) and antenna (b); (c) and (d) the same for
the female. (Modified after [24], with permission).

his primary cue, rather than sight. The complex antennae of
the male are thought to be the principal sense organ involved
[13] (Figure 2).

Although motor indicators such as these are thought to
be more reliable as cues than visual ones [25], wing beat
sound, I suggest, is a fallible cue as it may be prone to changes
as the female manoeuvres within the male swarm and this
may be a proximate reason for the mistakes made by males.
In this regard, a research programme to investigate wing beat
sound within the swarm could be rewarding. Mosquitoes
adopt a similar mating system to that of chironomid midges
and research on the mating system of mosquitoes has lead
independently to a similar conclusion regarding the role of
sound in mate detection [26].

I have one other piece of evidence that helps unravel
the complexities of the chironomid mating system. I refer
to a predator of midge mating swarms, the empid fly Empis
stercorea which, I suggest, may be sufficiently common as a
predator to be one of the selective forces shaping the mating
system of the midge. Comparing columns a and c in Table 1
shows empids to be regularly successful at capturing male
midges. A comparison of column c and d in Table 1 suggests
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Figure 3: A male/female mating pair of chironomid midges
(Chironomus plumosus). The male, with plumose antennae, grasps
the female, below. Wing length c. 2 mm (drawing by B. Compton).

that male midges may be more successful at capturing the
rare female than empids are at capturing the abundant male
midges. This comparison is made leaving aside all zeros, that
is, occasions when there may have been no empids and/or
female midges. I make the assumption too, that the numbers
of females and of empids in the swarm at any one time are
approximately the same. This assumption is reasonable but
awaits confirmation. The performance of the empid may be
telling us something interesting about the relative efficiency
of male chironomids and of empids at capturing their “prey.”
More work is needed here.

This predacious fly is so like a female chironomid,
in general appearance in flight, as to confuse the human
observer and possibly the male midge as well [27]. If the male
mistakes an empid for a partner, the job of the predator is
made that much easier. I do not suggest that the male actually
grasps the empid but rather that he may approach close
enough to be grasped by it. Both the comparison between
the success of males at capturing females and of empids
at capturing males lend support to the conclusion that the
chironomid mating system hinges on choice by the male
midge pursuing fleeing females.

X2
0.05,20 heterogeneity tests prohibit the pooling of data

in both comparisons involving empids, that is, a versus
c and c versus d. Taking c versus d first and treating
sampling occasions separately shows male/female midge
pairs to be significantly more frequent than male/empid pairs
on occasions 5, 7, 8, 9, 16, and 17. Only on occasion 18
do empid/male pairs predominate significantly. Comparing
a and c, a is at a significantly higher frequency that c on
occasions 1, 3, 7, and 8 (Table 1).

Figure 3 shows a typical male/female pair of chironomid
midges as would be seen emerging from a mating swarm. The
pair stays together for a few seconds and can be captured as
they alight on a sheet spread below the swarm, for example,
[28].

4. Conclusions

I here use the presence of homosexual pairs of males at high
frequency in a swarm-based mating system in an attempt to
understand this type of system. For the specific case of the
illusive mating system of the common chironomid midge,
the conclusion I reach is that this system is coercion driven
with male midges in pursuit of fleeing females [29, 30]. This
conclusion finds support both in a comparison of male/male
midge pairs with males in pairs with an empid predator and
with pairs of males with female midges.

The midge mating system has several interesting biome-
chanical and sensory features [12, 13], but it received
relatively little attention and would reward further work.
This is a suggestion made feasible by the development of
high-speed video recording equipment which is revealing
many secrets previously hidden from observation (e.g., [31]).
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